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Abstract
The Swiss economy in the Twentieth century has always relied on immigrant labor. During the boom 
years after second world war, bilateral agreements were concluded between Switzerland and many 
countries from the European south, beginning with Italy in 1946. With these agreements, foreign labor 
was to enter Switzerland on the basis of seasonal contracts. Those contracts excluded the possibility 
of family reunion. Over the years, immigrant workers, for several structural and personal reasons that 
we still have to get to know better, brought their children who then lived clandestinely in Switzerland. 
Without being officially registered, these children could not go to school and were exposed to the risk 
of being discovered and returned back to their home country.

Beginning by the 1980s, the situation of those “hidden children” began to preoccupy parts of the civil 
society, the Italian immigrant community in the first place, but also politically involved sociologists 
and social workers, many of them women, who were working on the “immigrant condition”. 
Mobilization took place on the local level around schools who would admit such children and refuse 
to report to immigration officers. Eventually, in the late 1980s, the unions and the movement for 
children’s rights engaged with the topic. The topic reached parliament in the course of debates 
around the ratification of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989). Gender and family 
issues combined with humanitarian but also economic considerations were at the very heart of those 
debates.

The public lecture brings into focus the interplay between local solidarity campaigns since the 1970s, 
eventually gaining momentum with the support of more powerful NGOs such as Pro Juventute and 
the UNICEF national Swiss office.
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